The Role Of The Anaesthetist As A Care Provider In Perianesthesia In The Operating Room At The Hospital
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Perianesthesia nurses are health professionals with specific abilities to care, treat, assist and protect patients after undergoing diagnostic or therapeutic procedures. They work closely with anesthesiologists to manage and monitor patients before, during and after anaesthetic procedures. The conditions in this practice area have a confusing role in providing anesthetic management care to patients who are unable to help themselves in anesthesia, especially in perianesthesia. Therefore, it is very important to research the role of the anesthesiologist as a care provider for perianesthesia in the operating room. Objective: The purpose of this study was to identify the role of anaesthetists as care providers for perianesthesia in the operating room. Methods: This is a descriptive exploratory research with a qualitative approach. This research consists of two stages; data collection in the first stage was carried out through in-depth interviews with anaesthetists working in the Wangaya General Hospital Denpasar operating room. In the second stage, we triangulated the data from anesthesiologists as decision-makers or doctors in charge of administering anesthesia to patients to ensure that the obtained data is consistent, convergent and valid. Qualitative data analysis is inductive; analysis is based on the obtained data, and then the data is searched repeatedly with triangulation techniques; the writing is done through narrative methods. Results: This study showed that anaesthetists at Wangaya Hospital with an educational background of Diploma III and Diploma IV Anaesthesia Nursing, and Diploma III Nursing with anaesthesiology training with Specialty Registrars, administer anaesthesia or become the care provider in pre-anaesthesia, intra-anaesthesia and post-anaesthesia based on scientific, and professional standards of anaesthesiology. Conclusion: The anaesthetists can become care providers for perianesthesia in the operating room, which can be used as the first step by other researchers for further research on the effect of anaesthetic care in anaesthesia patient safety.
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Introduction:

Anaesthesia service is a medical teamwork action led by an anesthesiologist with a Specialty Registrars (doctor participating in an anesthesiologist education program) and/or other doctors and anaesthetists (Dewi, 2019). In anaesthesia services, the anesthesiologist is in charge of the patient in anaesthesia, while anaesthetist is the caretaker for the patient’s response to surgery with anaesthesia (Kremer et al., 2019; Ririmasse et al., 2013).

Regulation from the Minister of Health of the Republic of Indonesia, No. 18 of 2016 concerning permits and the implementation of anaesthesia care practices stated that perianesthesia nurses are defined as anaesthesia administrators, health workers authorized to provide health services in the form of anaesthesia administration based on their expertise (Standards for Nurse Anesthesia Practice, 2012) (Saputri et al., 2020). A 2011 Japanese Society of Anesthesiologists article on The role of Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists in the United States explains that anaesthetists in the United States perform a variety of anaesthetic care either under the supervision of an anesthesiologist in most states or independently in 16 states (Benis et al., 2018).

However, there has been no research on the role of anaesthetists as team members in providing anaesthesia services in the operating room. Therefore, it is pertinent to research the anaesthetists’ role as a care provider for perianesthesia in the operating room.

Methods:

This study uses an exploratory, descriptive method with a qualitative approach through in-depth interview techniques to understand social phenomena from the participant’s point of view to obtain an overview of the anaesthetists’ role as a care provider in perianesthesia in the operating room. This research was conducted in the Operating Room of the Wangaya Hospital, Denpasar, in March – October 2020. The data in this study included qualitative data in narratives, descriptions, words and expressions from in-depth interviews. The main informants in this study were all anaesthetists in the operating room at the Wangaya Hospital, Denpasar, with the following criteria, graduates of Diploma III or Diploma IV in Anaesthesia Nursing, willing to be informants, actively participate and are directly involved in providing anaesthesia services in the operating room. The population in this study were anaesthetists with Diploma III or Diploma IV in Anaesthesia Nursing and willing to become informants. The sampling technique was done through a consecutive sampling technique. The researcher became the research tool in this qualitative research; the researcher is equipped and supported by interview guidelines and observation guidelines. Qualitative data analysis is inductive; analysis based on the obtained data, and then the data is searched repeatedly with triangulation techniques, the writing is done through narrative methods. We immediately conducted data analysis by enriching information, looking for relationships, comparing, finding patterns based on the original data, and not transforming it into numbers. This research has received ethical approval from the ethics committee of Wangaya Hospital with the number: No. 057/IX/KEP/RSW/2020.

Results:

The data were obtained from 5 (five) participants from 9 anaesthetists with an educational background in Anaesthesia
Nursing; the data from the fifth participant onwards became the data reached saturation.

The following are excerpts from the participants’ statements about the role of the anaesthetists as a care provider in anaesthesia in the operating room of the Wangaya General Hospital Denpasar:

1) Conducting assessment and history taking on patients in pre-anaesthesia

P1: “To conduct an assessment like in the anesthesiology poly, we visit one day before the operation..., and review again on the day of the operation in the operating room, and we will do that for emergency patients. The time is very short. We take notes on... history of allergies, history of using drugs or drugs, such as antihypertensive drugs, antidiabetics and others that can cause interactions with anaesthetic drugs, history of systemic diseases such as DM, hypertension, heart disease, lung disease, liver disease, bleeding disorders, etc. - other. We also ask about their fasting.. We ask about bad habits, such as smoking and consuming alcohol. Then to their daily lifestyle... do their physical examination,... check their lab results, radiology, ECG if over 40 years old, check patient’s administration, informed consents....

P2: “First we conduct an assessment on pre-anaesthesia such as in the anesthesiology poly, visit the patient one day before surgery, and review again on the D day in the operating room or patients in the emergency room, anaesthesia... history of drug allergy, history of certain drugs or drug use, history of systemic disease and others, recent meals, bad habits, such as smoking and consuming alcohol, daily activities... physical examination, ...checking of supporting results such as lab, radiology or others... ...if you are more than 45 years old... check the ECG, check the completeness of the patient’s status... informed consent....”

P3 : “In pre-anaesthesia...the first thing we do is usually an assessment,...in pre-anaesthesia, it can be done at the anesthesiology poly, those who work in the poly...or... when we visit the preoperative room and review it in the operating room when we want to do surgery...or emergency patients in the preparation room, ...we take anamnesis such as history of allergies, history of certain drug use, such as antihypertensive drugs, which can cause interactions with anaesthetic drugs, history of systemic diseases such as DM, hypertension, asthma, disorders blood and others, fasting, bad habits, such as smoking and consuming alcohol, daily activities... physical examination, ...check lab results, radiology, ECG if necessary ..., check administrative completeness such as informed consent...”. “Then...determine the physical status of the ASA and the problem”...... “prepare anaesthesia equipment, anaesthesia machine, anaesthetic gas, anaesthetic drugs, emergency drugs...infusion fluids...... re-check the surgery schedule... type of surgery,”..“ re-evaluate the evaluation pre-induction.... documentation....”

P4 : ” “In the pre-anaesthesia .. the assessment was carried out during the preoperative visit one day before surgery, and reviewed in the preparation room on the day of the surgery..or in the preparation room for emergency patients. The reviews are in the form of: ... history of allergies, history of certain drug use, history of systemic diseases such as DM, hypertension, asthma, heart disease, liver and other diseases, ..last meal they had before fasting ..., bad habits, such as smoking and consuming alcohol, or drugs which hinders the interaction of anaesthetic drugs....the patient’s daily activities.. 6 B physical examination,... check lab results, radiology, etc....check ECG if necessary..at the age of 40 years, ..check administration.. informed consent

P5 : “At the beginning, the assessment is the stage of collecting data
on pre-anaesthesia in providing anaesthetic nursing care to patients requiring anaesthesia ... we take a history both on the patient or their family and also through a physical examination ... and supporting examinations ... then we conduct analysis, ... then determine the physical status of ASA so that health problems can be determined “... prepare STATICS anaesthesia equipment, anaesthesia machine, anaesthetic gas, anaesthetic drugs, emergency medicine... infusion fluids...... re-check the operation schedule... type of operation, “.....” re-evaluation on pre-induction..... and documentation in medical records.”

Interpretation: Conduct assessments, patient administration preparation; Examination of vital signs; Physical examination inspection, palpation, percussion and auscultation; Examination and assessment of the patient’s physical status; Analyze the results of the assessment and formulate patient problems; Evaluate pre-anaesthesia service management actions, evaluate independently or collaboratively; Document the results of the history/assessment; Prepare anaesthesia machines and monitors and make sure they are in good condition and ready to use; Control supplies of anaesthetic drugs, emergency drugs, anaesthetic gases and oxygen; Ensure the availability of anaesthesia infrastructure based on the schedule, time, and type of surgery

2) Role of Anaesthetists in Intra-Anaesthesia

P1: “What we do include providing pre drug, adjusting the position of surgery and anaesthesia, assisting dr. SpAn to provide anaesthetic drugs, preoxygenation, induction, intubation, anaesthetic maintenance and termination of anaesthesia, airway monitoring including ventilation, oxygen, circulation, temperature and pain. .....” Re-checking the equipment and drug according to the anaesthetic technique “…” documenting in the anaesthesia record about drugs, fluids, anaesthetic actions “… ”...we also conduct the delegated work from dr.SpAn to perform general anaesthesia until the end of the anaesthetic action; administering anaesthetics, installing mechanical ventilation devices; giving nebulization, documenting which we will sign together.. so there is the signature of the anaesthetists and the anesthesiologist.”

P2: “Intra-anaesthesia, namely giving predrug, adjusting the position and then accompanying dr. SpAn to provide anaesthesia, airway monitoring includes ventilation, oxygen, circulation, temperature and ...” re-checking anaesthesia equipment such as STATICS, anaesthesia machines, anaesthetic drugs and gases as well as oxygen on whether they’re ready to use or not”…” documenting the patient’s progress, drugs used according to the anesthetic technique, intravenous fluids, blood transfusions, types of anaesthesia and anaesthesia techniques on the anaesthesia surgical notes””...”... we also do a lot of work for dr.SpAn to perform general anaesthesia until the end of the anaesthetic action; administering anesthetics, installing mechanical ventilation devices, giving nebulization, ... in this case, we work together with the doctors.

P3: “What we do in intra-anesthesiology is by assisting the dr. SpAn to administer anaesthetic drugs, preoxygenation, induction, intubation, maintenance of anaesthetic drugs and termination of anaesthesia, airway monitoring including ventilation, oxygen, circulation, temperature and pain…….” re-checking the anaesthesia equipment such as STATICS, anaesthesia machines, anaesthetic drugs and gas as well as oxygen on whether it’s ready to use or not”…” documenting the patient’s progress, drugs used according to anaesthetic technique, intravenous fluids,
blood transfusions, types of anaesthesia and anaesthetic technique and documenting in the surgical anaesthesia note”. We also collaborate with dr. SpAn to carry out general anaesthesia until the end of anaesthesia; administering anaesthetics, installing mechanical ventilation devices; nebulization. 

P4: “What we often do here is intra-anaesthesiology, namely accompanying dr. SpAn or we are delegated the authority to provide anaesthesia, airway monitoring including ventilation, oxygen, circulation, temperature and pain. Re-checking anaesthesia equipment, anaesthesia machines, drugs and anesthetic gases as well as checking whether the oxygen is ready to use or not”. Document the patient’s progress, drugs used according to anaesthetic techniques, intravenous fluids, blood transfusions and types of anaesthesia and anaesthetic techniques into the anaesthesia notes”. We also conduct the delegated task from dr. SpAn to perform general anaesthesia until the end of the anaesthetic action; administering anaesthetics, installing mechanical ventilation devices, giving nebulization, this is a form of collaboration. So we reported it to dr. SpAn during the anaesthesia service…

P5: “What we often do here is intra-anaesthesia, namely accompanying dr. SpAn or we are delegated the authority to carry out anaesthesia until the end of anaesthesia according to the instructions of Dr. SpAn; Airway monitoring includes ventilation, oxygen, circulation, temperature and pain. Monitoring equipment and drugs following the anaesthetic technique plan; documenting all actions taken; overcoming the complications that arise; maintenance of the airway; installation of mechanical ventilation devices; installation of nebulizers; termination of anaesthetic action; and documentation in medical records.

Interpretation: The role of the anaesthetists in intra-anaesthesiology consists of: Monitoring the general condition of the patient thoroughly and correctly; Monitoring equipment and drugs in accordance with the anaesthetic technique planning; Documenting all actions properly and correctly. In addition, the anesthesiologist also performs some delegated work and would have authority to assist the anaesthesia service, which includes: Performing anaesthesia following the anaesthesiologist’s instructions; Installation of non-invasive monitoring tools; Install invasive monitoring devices; Administration of anaesthetic drugs; Overcome the complications that arise; Maintenance of the airway; Installation of mechanical ventilation devices; Installation of nebulizers; termination of anaesthetic action; and Documentation in medical records.

3) Role of Anesthesiologist in Post-Anaesthesia

P1: “In post-anaesthesia, I accompany dr. SpAn to give post-anaesthesia pain drugs and other drugs according to dr. SpAn’s instructions; monitor patients after regional anaesthesia or general anaesthesia, including airway, ventilation, oxygen, circulation, temperature and pain; monitoring equipment and drugs following the anaesthetic technique plan; documenting all actions taken; evaluating the results of the insertion of an epidural catheter and regional anaesthesia; …or general anaesthesia; implementing actions in dealing with emergency conditions; documenting the use of drugs and medical devices used; and maintenance of equipment so that it is ready for use in the next anaesthetic procedure.”

P2: “In post-anaesthesia, we conduct activities like accompanying dr. SpAn to give post-anaesthesia pain drugs, and other drugs according to dr. SpAn’s
instructions; monitoring of patients after regional anaesthesia or general anaesthesia, including airway, ventilation, oxygen, circulation, temperature and pain; monitoring equipment and drugs following the anaesthetic technique plan; documenting all actions taken; evaluating the results of the insertion of an epidural catheter and regional anaesthesia; …or general anaesthesia; implementing actions in dealing with emergency conditions; documenting the use of drugs and medical devices used; and performing maintenance of anaesthetic equipment so that it is ready for use.”

P 3: “In post-anaesthesia, we conduct activities like accompanying dr. SpAn to give post-anaesthesia pain medication, and other drugs according to dr. SpAn’s instructions; monitoring patients after regional anaesthesia or general anaesthesia, including airway, ventilation, oxygen, circulation, temperature and pain; monitoring equipment and drugs following the anaesthetic technique plan; documenting all actions taken; evaluating the results of the insertion of an epidural catheter and regional anaesthesia; …or general anaesthesia; implementing actions in dealing with emergency conditions; documenting the use of drugs and medical devices used; and performing maintenance of anaesthetic equipment so that it is ready for use.”

P 4: “In post-anaesthesia, the activities carried out include assisting and collaborating with dr. SpAn to provide post-anaesthesia pain medication and other drugs according to dr. SpAn’s instructions; monitoring of patients after regional anaesthesia or general anaesthesia, including airway, ventilation, oxygen, circulation, temperature and pain; monitor equipment and drugs following the anaesthetic technique plan; documenting all actions taken; evaluating the results of the epidural catheter and regional anesthesia insertion; …or general anaesthesia; implementing actions in dealing with emergency conditions; documenting the use of drugs and medical devices used; and performing maintenance of anaesthetic equipment so that it is ready for use.”

P 5: “In post-anaesthesia, the activities included assisting and collaborating with dr. SpAn in providing post-anaesthesia pain medication and other drugs according to dr. SpAn instructions; monitoring of patients after regional anaesthesia or general anaesthesia, including airway, ventilation, oxygen, circulation, temperature and pain; monitoring equipment and drugs following the anaesthetic technique plan; documentation of all actions taken; evaluating the results of the insertion of an epidural catheter and regional anaesthesia; …or general anaesthesia; implementing actions in dealing with emergency conditions; documenting the use of drugs and medical devices used; and performing maintenance of anaesthesia equipment so that it is ready for use.”

Interpretation: The role of anaesthetists in post-anaesthesia administration services includes: Planning post-anaesthesia administration actions; Managing pain according to the anesthesiologist’s instructions; Monitoring the patient’s condition after insertion of an epidural catheter and regional anaesthesia; Monitoring the patient’s condition after administration of regional anaesthetic drugs; Monitoring the patient’s condition after the administration of general anaesthetic drugs; Evaluating the outcome of the patient’s condition after the insertion of an epidural catheter; Evaluating the results of epidural catheter insertion and regional anaesthesia treatment; Evaluating the results of epidural catheter insertion and general anaesthesia treatment; Implementing actions in dealing with emergency conditions.
conditions; Documenting the use of drugs and medical devices used, and Maintaining equipment to ensure it is ready for use in the next anaesthetic procedure.

**Discussion:**

The role of the anaesthetist in pre-anaesthesia services is to conduct a pre-anaesthesia management assessment which includes: patient administration preparation; Examination of vital signs; Other necessary examinations according to the patient’s needs either by inspection, palpation, or auscultation; Examination and assessment of the patient’s physical status; Analyze the results of the assessment and formulate patient problems; Evaluation of pre-anaesthesia service management actions, evaluating independently or collaboratively; Documenting the results of the history/assessment; Thoroughly check the preparation of the anaesthesia machine for each use and ensure that the machine and monitor are in good working order and ready for use; Controlling the supply of medicines and fluids every day to ensure that all medicines, both anesthetics and emergency medicines, are available according to hospital standards; Ensure the availability of anaesthesia infrastructure based on the schedule, time, and type of surgery. (IFNA, 2016)(Standards for Nurse Anesthesia Practice, 2012)(Pedoman Penyelenggaraan Pelayanan Anestesiologi Dan Terapi Intensif Di Rumah Sakit, 2011)

The role of the anaesthetists in the intra-anaesthesia service consists of Monitoring equipment and drugs following the planning of the anaesthetic technique; Monitoring the general condition of the patient thoroughly and correctly; Documenting all actions taken so that all actions are recorded properly and correctly. (Standards for Nurse Anesthesia Practice, 2012)(Yusniawati et al., 2018) Additionally, the anaesthetists also have the delegated authority to assist anaesthesia services which include: Performing anaesthesia following the instructions of an anesthesiologist; Installing non-invasive monitoring tools; Performing installation of invasive monitoring devices; Administering anaesthetic drugs; Overcoming complications that arise; Maintaining the airway; Installing mechanical ventilation devices; Installing nebulizers; terminating anaesthetic action, and Documenting medical records(Yusniawati, 2018)(Standards for Nurse Anesthesia Practice, 2012)(Standards for Nurse Anesthesia Practice, 2012)

The role of the anaesthetists in post-anaesthesia administration services includes: Planning post-anaesthesia management actions; Managing pain according to the anesthesiologist’s instructions; Monitoring the patient’s condition after insertion of an epidural catheter; Monitoring the patient’s condition after administration of regional anaesthetic drugs; Monitoring the patient’s condition after the administration of general anaesthetic drugs; Evaluating the outcome of the patient’s condition after the insertion of an epidural catheter; Evaluating the results of epidural catheter insertion and regional anaesthesia treatment; Evaluating the results of epidural catheter insertion and general anaesthesia treatment; Implementing actions in dealing with emergency conditions; Documenting the use of drugs and medical devices used, and Maintaining equipment so that it is ready for use in the next anaesthetic procedure.(Pallant, 2010)(Matsusaki & Sakai, 2011)(Lebe et al., 2014)

**Conclusion:**

Anaesthetists at Wangaya Hospital with an educational background of Diploma III and Diploma IV Anaesthesia Nursing, and Diploma III Nursing with anaesthesiology training with Specialty Registrars, administer anaesthesia or become the care provider in pre-anaesthesia, intra-anaesthesia and post-anaesthesia based on scientific, and professional standards of anaesthesiology as well as applicable laws and regulations. So the anaesthetists can become care providers for perianesthesia in the operating room, which can be used as the first step by other
researchers for further research on the effect of anaesthetic care in anaesthesia patient safety.
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